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EXT. THE HOOD - DAY

BREAK DANCER, 21, is walking down a street carrying a heavy boom box. The dancer is beat down as he holds the giant stereo on his shoulder.

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Tired of carrying that bulky boom box?

INT. APARTMENT

Inside of a messy apartment a LARGE MAN, 40, sits on his couch and try’s to find something to watch on T.V., but he can’t find anything.

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
At the house with nothing to do?

INT. HOUSE

A WOMAN, 27, trows a party at her house however, all of her FRIENDS are not having a good time.

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Is your party turning into a real bore?

EXT. THE HOOD/ INT. APARTMENT/ INT. HOUSE

The Break Dancer, Large Man, and Woman look at the camera to find the answer to their problems.

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Sounds like you need... Speaker Pants!

EXT. THE HOOD - DAY

The Break Dancer is super excited while he wears the Speaker Pants, he pulls a cord out of a pocket and plugs it into his MP3 player.

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Just plug the cord into your MP3 player and play all your favorite beats.

(CONTINUED)
Next the Break Dancer puts his MP3 player in the Speaker Pants pocket, then lays down a large piece of cardboard and shows off his dance moves.

CLOSE UP: SPEAKER PANTS MOVE TO THE MUSIC

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Speaker pants have a special nylon fabric that helps radiate your music, so everybody knows your song.

EXT. THE STREETS - DAY

Many different PEOPLE look at the Speaker Pants and are impressed by what they see. Some of them already own the pants and one of them an OLDER FEMALE, 49, wants to say a few words.

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Need some romance in your life, just pump up the bass and prepare to blow yourself away.

OLDER FEMALE
At first I thought, what a stupid product, I mean come on, what was I going to do with pants like these? But let me tell you after only five minutes of wearing these speaker pants I walked out on that worthless cheating husband of mine and told him, I don’t need his little friend anymore. I’m a free woman now. Thank you speaker pants!

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Speaker pants aren’t just an invention, they are a revolution! With speaker pants you can...

EXT. THE HOOD - DAY

The Break Dancer sees a couple of LADIES he wants to amaze, so he turns on the Speaker Pants and they all start to grind dance with each other.

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
pump up the jams anywhere you go...
INT. APARTMENT

As the Large Man wears his Speaker Pants, he cranks up the music and pours hot wax from a burning candle on to his bare chest.

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)

enjoy some special time all to yourself...

INT. HOUSE

Now the Woman’s party gets into the swing of things. Music blasts from the Speaker Pants and her Friends dance dirty with one another as the Woman holds a glass bowl full of car keys.

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)

and always have a party in your pants.

CUT TO:

CGI solid background with one set of speaker pants

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)

Call now and receive these amazing pants for the low price of $19.99!

Suddenly another pair of Speaker Pants appears on the screen along with the phone number, 1(555)NOT-REAL.

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)

But wait, call in the next ten minutes and you’ll get another pair of Speaker Pants absolutely free! Just call the phone number below and say I want Speaker Pants!

FAST ANNOUNCER (V.O.)

Speaker Pants are not real, so if you actually call this number you are a moron.

CUT TO BLACK.